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theres no doubt that the oleds are great for watching content but in almost all other environments, they simply cant compete with the lcds. the bright colors, awesome contrast, deep blacks, and the ability to reproduce video in a way that tilts and extends are all what makes the oled so great. but in the case of sports, the
lcds are perfectly fine. the issue is with the use of the tv for other purposes. here are a few articles with pictures and comments on why oled screens arent necessarily a good choice for tvs: microsoft: why oled tvs couldn't replace lcds next year, it should be clear that we are only at the beginning of the oled revolution. its
quite a ride, to say the least. people will debate for years who had the best oled tv - but truth be told, there was only one that mattered. that was the samsung 98d9 and now its history books. i saw it in person a while back. it was phenomenal. the colors were spot on, and it didnt look like any other.. i have not seen a single
oled that was as good as that one, even in the store. in the photo below, youll see the lcd on the left and the 98d9 on the right. this is all from memory, and im sure its been through a few stops and starts over the last 6 months, but i remember the colors so vividly. they are spot on. no other lcd i saw could match it. by the
way, im having one in a few weeks myself. when its installed, ill post some pictures. i still cant believe how good it looks. i just cant believe how good it looks. the previous one, which we cant actually recommend, had a low-power pcm-based dac with a maximum output voltage of about 0.5 volt for a 1 milliwatt speaker. the
audio 30 adds a real converter capable of outputting up to about 14 volts into a 1-watt, 6-inch driver.
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